home of the month

Want a closer look? Get more details on the home designs online at www.newsobserver.com.

designs for living

area architects’ house plans show off diversity and creativity

the winners

Here are the submissions for the Home of the Month project. The winning designs — 10 selected by an expert panel and 10 readers’ choice — are on view for a weekend starting Friday. Another design will be selected by you at the end of the year in a Reader’s Choice vote. Each month, inspiring designs will be chosen for the Home of the Month project. The project, a collaboration with the N.C. State University College of Design’s Home Environments Design Initiative, aims to educate, inspire and please all good homes. The focus usually is at the new museum or new library. But houses can be beautiful, too. The extensive show of participation and the impressive display of participation, we’re chosen to give you a glimpse of all of the 27 submissions. (The winner of the first stage after 30 years.)
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other entries

They are, from top left:

Sara Residence, Jeffery T. Tann, Jann Architects
Edward Residence, Eugene Wilson Brown, All
Davis Residence, Karl W. Moseley, Ed
West Residence, Tony Miskel, Ed
May Residence, Joe A. Johnston, Johnston Architecture LLC
Sapata Residence, Joe Sapata
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readers’ choice

You will get to vote for your favorite at a later date.
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